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Abstract

We propose a model of idea ownership that can simultaneously explain both inefficiently

shelved ideas and inefficiently misallocated ideas. The forces that generate these effects are a

cannibalization effect of new ideas on old, a cost of fit for incumbent firms between new ideas

and old, and product market competition between firms. The magnitude of all of these forces

is allowed to depend on the distance between old and new ideas. The model does not include

contracting frictions over the ownership of ideas or asymmetric information over the quality

or characteristics of ideas, and so is robust to different initial property rights over ideas.
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1 Introduction

“It’s what we did at Microsoft... Whenever we saw a threat, boy, did we pounce on

it... We don’t touch anything that comes too close to Facebook, Google or Amazon.

Which is to say, we don’t think our companies should fly too close to the sun.”

Scott Sandell, venture capitalist and former Microsoft product manager 1

In 2016 there were 6,657 acquisitions of technology companies, which at 15% of announced

acquisitions made up the largest segment of the market (Picker, 2017). Some transactions of this

type represent an acquisition of a technology company by a technology company. High profile ex-

amples from recent years include Facebook’s acquisitions of Oculus, What’s App, and Instagram,

and Twitter’s acquisition of Vine. Increasingly there are cases in which a non-technology com-

pany acquires a technology company, for example Walmart’s acquisition of Jet.com and General

Electric’s acquisition of ServiceMax.

Technology acquisitions have long been characterized by one of two outcomes. Sometimes the

acquired firm is absorbed into the acquiring firm, its brand and product largely intact, as in the

case of Instagram. Sometimes the acquired firm is shuttered, its product discontinued and its name

passed into obscurity, as in the case of Vine. By one reckoning, 41 of the 53 acquisitions made by

Yahoo! during the tenure of Marissa Mayer as CEO were shuttered (Kleeman, 2016). In still other

cases, firms may simply copy the products of potential rivals, a time-honored strategy recently

employed notably by Facebook (Dwoskin, 2017). This all has taken place in a recent context in

the United States of increasing concentration in the distribution of profits and increasing returns

to capital (The Economist, 2016).

We ask whether there is reason to be concerned about this kind of behavior from the perspective

of making best societal use of innovations. There are many possible reasons for a firm to acquire,

retain, shutter, or imitate a potential rival. It may be interested in acquiring people rather than

brands, or in empire-building, for example. In this paper, we focus on the ownership of ideas, and

in particular on three factors that influence such decisions: within-firm product cannibalization,

within-firm synergies between existing products and new ideas, and inter-firm product market

competition.

1Dwoskin (2017)
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Our framework features a researcher who an idea that, if developed, would generate positive

social value. This value could be fully realized if the idea is developed by the party with the lowest

cost. However, there are two ways that this social value may not be fully realized. A socially

valueable idea could go undeveloped, or the idea could be developed but not by the party with the

lowest cost. We propose a unified theory to explain the existence of both types of inefficiency—

inefficiently shelved ideas and inefficiently misallocated ideas—and characterize when inefficient

outcomes are likeliest to occur.

The model begins as the idea serendipitously arrives to a researcher who is employed by a

firm that already produces a different product. Ownership of the new idea is contractible without

frictions, and there is no asymmetric information about the idea. Notably, the fact that we have

no contracting problems between researcher and firm means that our model encompasses both the

question of retaining an idea generated in-house and the question of acquiring an idea generated

outside the firm. The efficient outcome may be for the incumbent firm to produce it, for a spin-out

firm created by the researcher to develop it, or for it to be discarded. Which of these is the case

depends on the distance between the existing product and the new idea.

The three key forces in the model operate as follows. First, products that are closer to one

another are more substitutable for each other. This means that the closer the new idea is to an

existing product, the more it will cannibalize the existing product’s sales (as in Habib, Hege, and

Mella-Barral, 2013). Second, the cost to an incumbent firm to develop an idea is larger if the idea

is further away from its existing products (as in Helfat and Lieberman, 2002). This reflects the

idea that closer ideas may better match the firm’s existing expertise, personnel or equipment, or

be more easily associated with the firm’s existing brand. Third, although the researcher and firm

can freely write contracts that trade rights to the idea, they cannot contract over prices or make

other collusive restrictions on product market competition.

Together these three forces are sufficient for inefficient outcomes to arise. These occur when

the new idea is at intermediate distance from the incumbent firm’s existing product. Ideas that

are very distant are expensive for the incumbent and do not interfere with its existing product,

and so are rightly developed by a spin-out. Ideas that are very close are not valuable to either

party since they overlap too much with the existing product. But in between, there can be ideas
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that are cheaper for a spin-out to develop, but which are acquired and either shelved or developed

by the incumbent firm as a defensive action against the competitive threat of the spin-out.

Inefficient outcomes are bad for consumers due to forgone product market competition. It is the

facts that consumers are not represented in the process of bargaining over ownership of the idea and

that firms cannot collude which combine to make the frictionless contracting between researcher

and firm possibly inefficient overall. Inefficiencies are likelier, more widespread, and more severe

when demand is higher, since higher demand means more cannibalization and so greater incentive

for the incumbent to take defensive actions. Ideas that could be more socially valuable are therefore

less likely to realize that social value by being inefficiently used. Lower development costs for the

incumbent firm mean fewer wrongly shelved ideas, but more misallocated ideas, since defensive

action is cheaper.

Although ideas in our model are serendipitous rather than directed, we note that inefficient

outcomes occur in locations adjacent to those that would yield the most profitable ideas for the

incumbent firm. The model is consistent with the the existence of lumpiness and gaps in product

space, as identified in de Figueiredo and Silverman (2007). There can arise inefficiently little

product variety, and too much concentration of ideas inside incumbent firms versus spin-outs or

start-ups.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses related empirical and theo-

retical literature. In Section 3, we develop the model and the monopolistic benchmark. Proposition

1 establishes which ideas the monopolist will choose to develop in the absence of potential compe-

tition. Section 4 introduces the notion of potential competition, with Proposition 2 characterizing

the monopolist’s incentives for defensive development of products. Section 5 introduces the full

model, with the researcher as the originator of the idea, and Proposition 3 characterizes the equi-

librium outcome for an idea. Section 6 discusses the welfare implications of this result and presents

Corollary 1 and 2 which address how the economic environment affects the efficiency of the market

solution. Section 7 concludes.
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2 Related Literature

How firms respond to competitive threats from other firms has been a subject of considerable

interest both theoretically (Gilbert and Newbery, 1982; Reinganum, 1983, 1984; Cassiman and

Ueda, 2006) and empirically (Chandy and Tellis, 2000; Christensen, 1997). In this paper we

consider the firm’s response to what is, in a sense, an internal competitive threat: an idea for a

new product generated by a researcher working inside the firm and that, if developed, will to some

degree cannibalize an existing product. The primary questions of interest are which ideas will be

developed and by whom, and how the environment might affect the efficiency of the outcome.

Given that the innovation that gives rise to a new product can be thought of as a patent, our

work has important implications for anti-trust authorities, and encompasses that of Gilbert and

Newbery (1982) since patenting can be thought of as a spatial game in the presence of substi-

tutability. Since our work includes microfoundations for understanding the product introduction

choices made by firms, we can study how changes in the economic environment affect firm choice

and social welfare.

There are a number of papers that focus on the issue of sleeping patents and the impact on

productivity as well as their anticompetitive effects (Palomeras, 2003). Torrisi, Gambardella, Giuri,

Harhoff, Hoisl, and Mariani (2016) analyzes the prevalence of different types of and motives for

unused patents, including strategically unused patents that correspond to our idea of ‘shelving’.

Strategic non-use is associated with having a large number of competitors and having a larger

existing patent portfolio, both of which have indirect analogy to the defensiveness of the incumbent

in our model. Our work further suggests, though, that simply observing a patent in use is not

enough to determine whether or not the outcome is efficient. It is possible that the ‘wrong’ firm

has developed the product, since it may have higher costs of introducing the new product and

has done so only to defend its own products (Arrow, 1962), an alternative that we argue can be

explained by the same forces as shelving.

Nikolowa (2014) studies, as we do, the question of whether and how an idea generated by a

researcher inside a firm will be developed. In their model, the employee has private information

about the quality of the idea in question, and the parent firm can make endogenous investments

in the idea. The key consideration is whether the idea will be developed in-house, by a spinoff
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subsidiary of the parent firm, or a spin-out founded by the researcher. Our model, by contrast,

features no asymmetric information. We do not, then, differentiate so finely between different

ownership structures. Instead we can allow for flexible initial property rights over the idea and

ultimately consider only the question of whether incumbent or researcher ends up with control. In

both settings inefficiencies can arise in equilibrium. Our contribution differs in that we are able to

explain the potential for inefficient shelving and inefficient misallocation of ideas in a setting, and

do so in a model with full information and no contracting frictions.

Our model is consistent with there being inefficiently little product variety, since sometimes

ideas are shelved that could be efficiently developed. This outcome also results from the model

of Caminal and Granero (2012), a setting in which multi-product firms who experience economies

of scope may choose lower product variety to avoid price competition. We demonstrate that this

idea also holds true in our different setting in which there are higher costs for an incumbent the

more a new idea broadens its scope.

Siebert (2015) studies firm behavior in the presence of potential cannibalization of an existing

product and price competition with a competitor. The setting in the model is characterized

by strategic discretion over product differentiation and focuses on the choice of product quality,

whereas our paper involves serendipitous innovation with a cost of fit and focuses on the ownership

of ideas between incumbent firm and a potential spin-out. In both settings, though, there is low

product proliferation due to the substitutability of ‘nearby’ products.

3 Monopolist

3.1 Monopolistic firm developing a substitutable product

A monopolist M produces a single product yi. The subscript i denotes the location of product y

in a one-dimensional product space. Consumers are uniformly distributed across product space.

The monopolist earns more revenue on product yi from a consumer at location z when z is closer

to i. This could reflect that a consumer either has higher willingness to pay for a product that is

closer to her in product space, and that the firm can price discriminate to extract more revenue

from consumers with a higher willingness to pay. It may also reflect that a consumer has a higher
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propensity to buy a product that is closer to her in product space at a given price, and that the

firm sets an (optimal) uniform price which generates more sales among consumers who are closer

to i.

Let the value the firm earns on product yi from consumers at location z be given by

V (i, z) = max{α− β|i− z|, 0}. (3.1)

The firm’s total revenue from product i, denoted Ri, is the area of the triangle in Figure 1: Ri = α2

β
.

Figure 1: Willingness to pay for i by location

The parameters α and β therefore capture aspects of consumer demand. α is the value earned

from those consumers for whom product yi exactly matches their location. The parameter α thus

captures the magnitude of demand. The higher is α, then for any β the willingness to pay of all

consumers for product yi is weakly larger.

β represents how the value earned from consumers for whom product yi is not a perfect match

decreases as the consumers’ distance from i gets larger. The higher is β, the more steeply value

earned from the product declines for consumers that are further away. The parameter β could

reflect, for example, the degree to which taste matters for the product, physical proximity to

the product, the substitutability of an outside option with product yi, or the compatibility of a

consumers’ existing consumption bundle with yi.

Say now that the firm receives an innovation xj. The location of this innovation is assumed

exogenous.2 The firm can develop the innovation into a product yj and add it to its portfolio of

2Taken literally, this is consistent with serendipitous rather than directed innovation (Scotchmer, 1991). In
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products, or do nothing and continue to sell only yi. If the firm develops the innovation, its revenue

will increase: since j 6= i, some consumers who had zero willingness to pay (or zero propensity to

consume) for product i will be willing to pay some positive amount for j. However, we assume

that each consumer will purchase at most one unit of any product. Therefore if j is ‘close’ to i,

then the products’ substitutability means that the marginal revenue from adding yj is less than

Ri. This is illustrated in Figure 2, in which the darker shaded area A is the marginal revenue of

introducing yj.

Figure 2: Marginal revenue to developing product xj

Denote the distance |i−j| by dij. Then the marginal revenue of introducing yj, denoted Rj(dij),

is:

Rj(dij) =

αdij −
1
4
βd2ij if dij <

2α
β

α2

β
if dij ≥ 2α

β

(3.2)

During that part of the domain of this function where dij ∈ [0, 2α
β

]—that is, where the products

‘overlap’ in the sense that there exist consumers who have positive willingness to pay for both

products—Rj(dij) is increasing and convex, ranging from 0 when dij = 0 to α2

β
when dij = 2α

β
.

Developing the innovation at j is costly. In particular, the cost of developing an innovation at

location j depends on the distance between j and the existing product produced by the monopolist.

For example, the expertise that the firm already uses to produce product yi may be more readily

adapted to produce yj if j is ‘close’ to i.3 In a more abstract sense the cost of fit could capture

Section 5.1 we consider location choice explicitly.
3This argument is in the spirit of Penrose (1959): the firm’s resources and knowledge shape the development
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the riskiness of developing products that are very different from the firm’s existing line. Formally,

the cost of developing the innovation is

cj = F + φdij, (3.3)

where F ∈ (0, α
2

β
) is a fixed component and φ > 0 captures the cost of fit between the firm’s

existing product and j.4

If there was no substitutability between the old and new products, this cost structure would

imply some maximum distance beyond which the innovation would not be developed. However,

fit in conjunction with substitutability implies at best a ‘window’ in which the monopolist can

profitably develop innovations. If the innovation is too close to i, substitutability means that

marginal revenue is too low, but if the innovation is too far from i, poor fit means that development

cost is too high5.

The following result formalizes this notion:

Proposition 1. If βF > (α − φ)2, there exists no innovation xj that the firm will develop. If

βF ≤ (α− φ)2, then there exist d, d, where d ≥ d > 0, such that the firm will develop xj when

dij ∈ [d, d], (3.4)

and where d is smaller and d is larger

i. the smaller is the fixed cost of development F ,

ii. the smaller is the cost of fit φ,

iii. the greater is substitutability (smaller β), and

iv. the greater is demand magnitude α.

Figure 3 illustrates the window of profitable development.

path it takes as it grows.
4A cost of fit of this type is consistent with Athey and Schmutzler (1995), since it implies complementarity

between innovation that develops a new product and process innovation that reduces fit cost.
5Note that if there was no fit problem (if φ = 0) then there would be a minimum distance such that the

monopolist would develop the idea at j, but no maximum distance.
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Figure 3: Profitable to develop xj iff dij ∈ [d, d]

Proposition 1 establishes that this window is bigger when the fixed cost of development and the

cost of fit are smaller, and when the parameters that capture the ‘size’ of demand are larger. This

would naturally extend to a case (outside our model) in which the monopolist was a multi-product

firm; it will be profitable to develop within some window from the closest existing product, in a

way that depends similarly on costs and demand.

4 Potential competition

4.1 Entry and competition

So far we have considered the problem for a monopolist deciding whether to develop an innovation.

This section will consider the problem for a potential competitor who must decide whether to enter

the industry by developing a given innovation, and how this in turn affects the problem for the

incumbent monopolist of the previous sections.

If a competitor develops a product sufficiently close to the incumbent’s existing portfolio, there
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will be some consumers in an overlapping region who have positive willingness to pay for both

products. We assume Bertrand competition over the common portion of this willingness to pay.6

Figure 4: When an entrant develops at j, competition reduces surplus extracted from overlapping
consumers

Figure 4 illustrates this competitive effect. If the entrant draws and develops an innovation at

location j, then neither firm is able to extract from common consumers that portion of willingness

to pay that is common to both firms. Thus the entrant earns Rj at j, but the revenue earned by

the incumbent at i is also reduced in a manner that it was not in the case when the incumbent

was itself the developer of j (as in Figure 2).

The revenue to the entrant from developing at j is identical to that earned by the monopolist.

However, we allow for the possibility that the entrant faces a different cost of development; denote

by E the fixed cost to the entrant of developing its first product. Again E ∈ (0, α
2

β
), but E > F , the

fixed cost of development for the monopolist (equivalently, the monopolist’s cost of development

absent a cost of fit). We assume for simplicity that the entrant does not face any fit costs in

development, since they have no existing product to build around. However, this is not crucial to

our results below. The key feature of the entrant’s cost function is only that it has a lower fit cost

than the incumbent firm, so that its cost rises more slowly than the incumbent’s cost in distance

from the incumbent’s original product.

By analogy with the case of the monopolist with fixed development cost F , there thus exists d0E

such that when the incumbent is producing a product at i, the entrant will develop an innovation

6We can be flexible about how we interpret the nature of competition here. The important aspect is that there
is a notion of closeness between products, and closer products are associated with fiercer competition that is good
for consumers and bad for producers.
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at j if and only if dij > d0E.

4.2 Potential entry and defensive development

Fix the incumbent’s portfolio as a single product yi. Consider the following game:

1. Innovation xj is drawn by both the incumbent and entrant.

2. The incumbent chooses whether to develop product yj.

3. The entrant observes the incumbent’s decision and chooses whether to develop product yj.

This is the simplest model of potential entry: an innovation at location j is ‘in the air’, and

the incumbent firm may choose as before whether or not to develop it. However, now if the

incumbent does not develop at location j, a potential entrant can choose whether to develop at

the same location. The question of interest is how this potential entry changes the problem for

the incumbent relative to that in Section 3.

Proposition 2. The incumbent develops at j if and only if

i. dij ∈ [d, d], or

ii. dij > d0E and Ri > cj.

The first case in this result is that the incumbent will develop if it is unilaterally profitable to

do so. But when there is potential entry there may be a larger region in which the incumbent will

develop: the second case defines those innovations that would not be unilaterally profitable for the

incumbent but that it will choose to develop defensively.

To see the reason for the second case, consider the situation in which the incumbent forgoes

developing at a location that ‘overlaps’ its existing base and the entrant goes on to develop. The

incumbent has foregone the marginal revenue of the new product (the area A in Figure 4) but has

saved the cost of development cj. But when the entrant develops, the incumbent also loses the

area B in Figure 4 through competition between the products yi and yj. Thus the total loss to

not developing is A + B = Ri; if the saving cj does not exceed this amount, the incumbent will

develop, even if Rj < cj.
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Figure 5: Incumbent will develop at j if dij ∈ [d0E, dmax]

Figure 5 illustrates how the window in which the incumbent is willing to develop can expand

in the face of a potential entrant. Now the incumbent will prefer to develop any innovation xj so

that dij ∈ [d0E, dmax]. Thus the incumbent develops if the innovation arrives in this window, and

the entrant develops if the innovation arrives so that dij > dmax. Note that it is in general possible

that the window expands in both directions, either direction or neither direction, depending on E

and the crossing point between cj and Ri.

The conclusion of this simple incorporation of potential entry will generalize readily to a slightly

different case. If the incumbent first draws an innovation at j and then the entrant draws from

a distribution of possible innovations, it will again be the case that the incumbent may engage

in defensive development, depending on the shape of the distribution from which the entrant will

draw.
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5 Researcher incentives

Next we add to the model the notion that an idea arrives to a specific researcher, to complete

the framework as described in the beginning of the paper. If an idea arrives to a researcher who

is employed by the incumbent firm, the firm may or may not elect to develop the innovation,

but it also could be that the researcher ultimately develops the innovation outside the firm. This

is related to the simple game in the previous section: depending on the institutional regime, if

the firm passes on developing an idea xj, the researcher could become an ‘entrant’ by taking the

idea and developing it privately. We assume throughout that the arrival and location of an idea

are known to both the researcher and the firm, so that there is no asymmetric information. We

emphasize that the model is robust to different initial ownership of the idea, due to the symmetric

information and perfect contracting between the two parties. Our analysis therefore also applies

to, for example, a university researcher or start-up introducing a new idea and an incumbent firm

choosing whether to buy the idea or let a competitor develop it.

Say that initially the incumbent monopolist M employs a researcher S at a reservation wage of

0. When S receives an innovation at location j, then there are three broad possibilities for where

this idea xj ends up. First, the idea could be developed into product yj by M . Second, it could be

developed into yj by S, outside the firm. Third, it could be discarded and developed by neither

party. Assume for the moment that the researcher retains control of the idea when it arrives, so

that she is free to leave and develop the idea privately should she so choose7.

Developed by S Developed by M Discarded
M ’s payoff −(Ri −Rj) Rj − cj 0
S’s payoff Rj − E 0 0

Table 1: Marginal payoffs to the researcher and firm, gross of transfers

Absent any transfers between the researcher and the firm, Table 1 shows the payoffs to each

party under each of these possibilities. The loss to the incumbent should the researcher ultimately

develop at j outside the firm is precisely the area B in Figure 4.

7This is without loss of generality to the ultimate outcome for the development of the idea, although it would
not be to the specific structure of contracts between the researcher and the firm. We discuss this in more detail in
Section 6.
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Since the researcher has the ‘right of first refusal’ to the idea, should the firm want to develop

or discard the idea, it must compensate the researcher to reflect that she could have developed the

idea privately. This implies a game with the following order of play:

1. Innovation xj is drawn by S.

2. M offers a payment p ≥ 0 to retain S and xj.

3. S accepts or rejects p.

4. a) If S accepts, p is transferred from M to S and M chooses to develop or discard xj.

b) If S rejects, S chooses to develop or discard xj.

This means that if the idea would be profitable for the researcher privately, the firm must pay

at least p = Rj − E (if this amount is positive) to satisfy the researcher’s incentive compatibility

constraint if it is to retain internally the right to develop idea xj. In this case Table 2 shows payoffs

net of the transfers that must take place in each case.

Developed by S Developed by M Discarded
M ’s payoff −(Ri −Rj) E − cj −(Rj − E)
S’s payoff Rj − E Rj − E Rj − E

Table 2: Marginal payoffs to the researcher and firm, net of transfers

The following result then establishes the outcome for xj in subgame perfect equilibrium.

Proposition 3. In the game played by the firm and researcher:

1. Idea xj is developed by the researcher if either

a. E < Rj, cj > Rj and E < 2Rj −Ri, or

b. E < Rj, cj < Rj and E < cj − (Ri −Rj).

2. Idea xj is developed by the firm if either

a. cj < Rj and E > Rj, or
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b. cj < Rj, E < Rj and E > cj − (Ri −Rj).

3. Idea xj is discarded if either

a. cj > Rj and E > Rj, or

b. cj > Rj, E < Rj and E > 2Rj −Ri.

Cases 2b. and 3b. are related to the defensive development observed in the model in Section

4.2. In both of those cases, the researcher could be profitable by developing the idea outside the

firm, but the firm prefers and can afford to pay not to allow it. However, now there are two

possibilities: the firm need not develop to defend, but as in 3b. can pay to retain and shelve

the idea. The parameters of the model therefore enter into Proposition 3 in two distinct ways.

For example, there are two broad effects of E. Larger E certainly makes it less likely that the

researcher can profitably enter, but it also reduces the payment p that the firm must pay to retain

the researcher and the idea.

5.1 Choosing the location of innovation

In this section we consider the incentives of the firm and the researcher on which location to target

for innovation.

All else being equal, the researcher would prefer to seek ideas further away in space to the

firm’s existing product: their payoff is increasing in distance, since the further away is the idea,

the less the amount of overlap between the two products’ revenue bases.8 This is illustrated in

Figure 6a. The equilibrium payoff to the researcher is identical no matter what ultimately happens

to the idea: it is zero if the idea would not be profitable for the researcher, and Rj −E if it would

be profitable, since this is the amount that the researcher either earns by developing the idea, or

receives when the firm takes ownership of the idea. If it were the case that more distant ideas have

a lower probability of success, this would also imply a tradeoff for a researcher who can decide

whether to target projects that would be developable for their employer or projects that would

result in a start-up.

8The same structure is consistent with a researcher who prefers to target distant locations in order to increase
their attractiveness as a target for acquisition, as in Henkel, Rønde, and Wagner (2010).
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The firm’s payoff in equilibrium is the upper envelope of the three functions that characterize

the firm’s payoff as a function of distance in each of the three possible outcomes. An example for

the case where F < E at d0E is shown in in Figure 6b. At distances smaller than dE0 , it is not

profitable for the researcher to develop the idea, and so the firm does not need to pay to acquire the

idea, and earns Rj − cj by developing the idea. Beyond dE0 , the researcher can be profitable when

developing the idea. It is increasingly costly for the firm to discard the idea, since the payment to

the researcher is increasing in the researcher’s potential profit (and thus increasing in distance). If

the idea is developed by the researcher, the cost to the firm is the cannibalization effect, which is

declining in distance. Finally, if the idea is developed by the firm, it must be purchased from the

researcher and so the firm’s payoff is declining in distance.

The firm therefore would prefer to seek ideas that are sufficiently close to the existing product

that the firm can develop them profitably but the researcher cannot. It is noteworthy, though,

that those ideas which we shall observe in Section 6 to be inefficiently misallocated in equilibrium

are located in the immediate vicinity of this optimal location for the firm.

In general the tension between the preferred locations of the researcher and firm will be relevant

for the drawing of the employment contract between the two parties (unmodeled in our analysis).

This is consistent with evidence from Harhoff and Hoisl (2007) that productive German inventors

earn substantial financial rewards in addition to their contracted salaries. An alternative method

of dealing with this issue could be to allow the researcher time to pursue her own (distant) ideas,

as with Google’s “20% time” for employees. This may act as a substitute for base wage that need

not carry an indirect cannibalization cost for the firm.

6 Social welfare

The socially efficient outcome in this game would be for the idea developed if at least one of the

firm or researcher can do so profitably, and if both could develop profitably, for the player with the

lowest cost to develop. We can see this by appending Table 2 to include the payoff to consumers

in each case:

Proposition 3 demonstrates that the efficient outcome will not in general prevail so long as Rj

is less than Ri; that is, so long as the firm’s original product and the idea at j are ‘overlapping’.
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(a) Equilibrium payoff to the researcher

(b) Payoff to the firm by idea outcome

Figure 6: Payoffs to the researcher and the firm by distance

There are always cases in which an idea which ‘should’ be developed by the researcher is developed

instead by the firm, and cases in which an idea ‘should’ be developed by the researcher and instead

is discarded. In both cases the gain in consumer surplus due to competition between the two
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Developed by S Developed by M Discarded
M ’s payoff −(Ri −Rj) E − cj −(Rj − E)
S’s payoff Rj − E Rj − E Rj − E

Consumers’ payoff Ri −Rj 0 0
Sum of payoffs Rj − E Rj − cj 0

Table 3: Payoffs to all parties, net of transfers

products is not realized; this is the area B in Figure 4. Consumers therefore bear the brunt of the

welfare loss when an inefficient outcome prevails.

An implication of this result is that to tell whether ‘good’ use is being made of an idea, it is not

sufficient just to observe whether or not it is being developed. Even in the simple environment of

the model, without contracting problems or other frictions, it can be that the firm that develops

the idea has reached ‘too far’ into product space to develop it, in order to avoid the competitive

loss from allowing the idea to be developed—at lower cost—elsewhere.

Since contracting between the firm and the researcher is frictionless, the outcomes in our model

do not depend on the original ownership of the idea. Indeed, from the point of view of either the

researcher or the firm, the efficient outcome prevails: regardless of whether the researcher or firm

is granted ownership of the idea by the prevailing institutions or contracts, whichever of the two

values the idea more highly ultimately controls it. As we have seen, this outcome is not in general

socially efficient. This is because the social planner would consider the competitive loss to the

firm in the case in which the researcher develops the idea not as a cost, but as a transfer to

consumers, thus disconnecting the ‘efficient’ outcome of the firm and researcher’s bargaining from

social efficiency. Therefore while the Coase Theorem applies in this setting to the bargaining

process between the firm and researcher, the socially efficient outcome is not realized regardless of

which of the two players has property rights to the idea.

There are a lot of moving parts in the model, and so next we will attempt to highlight how the

relative costs for the two players, the location of the idea, demand parameters, and the fit cost for

the incumbent can separately influence the likelihood and severity of inefficient outcomes.
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6.1 Costs and social welfare

The severity of the social inefficiency—the range of parameter values for which inefficient outcomes

prevail—depends on the location of the idea. Figure 7 illustrates side-by-side the equilibrium and

efficient outcomes for a ‘high value’ idea: one which is relatively ‘far’ from the firm’s original

location.

(a) Equilibrium outcome (b) Socially efficient outcome

Figure 7: Equilibrium and efficient outcomes for a ‘high value’ idea

We can see that there are parameter values for which an inefficient outcome (of either type) is

realized. Inefficient discarding occurs when the entrant’s cost is low enough that development is

socially valuable, but high enough to make it cheap for the incumbent to buy the idea. Inefficient

development by the firm occurs when both parties have relatively low costs of development the

cost for the entrant is lower than but close to the cost for the incumbent firm.

Common to both cases is that the more efficiently the entrant could develop the idea, the

greater the risk it will be misallocated. This is because lower costs for the entrant mean the

entrant can be profitable: the first thing misallocation requires is that development by the entrant

would be profitable.

But the closer the idea is to the firm’s original location, the more severe the discrepancy between

the equilibrium and efficient outcomes in our model. Figure 8 repeats the previous exercise for an

idea that is close to the original location and so of ‘low value’.

The closer the idea, the larger the region of inefficient outcomes. This is because close ideas
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(a) Equilibrium outcome (b) Socially efficient outcome

Figure 8: Equilibrium and efficient outcomes for a ‘low value’ idea

involve the largest product market competition effects. Consumers, who are not at the table

when incumbent firm and researcher contract over the idea, gain the most from product market

competition when products are readily substitutable. The distortion in social efficiency from the

deal struck between incumbent firm and researcher is therefore particularly large for close ideas.

How does that deal look? For close ideas, the potential payoff to the researcher by developing

privately is small, and the cost of development for the firm is low, since the fit problem is lowest

for close ideas. Therefore, the firm can cheaply buy out the idea to avoid the competitive loss or

realize the gain itself.

There are two implications for product variety from our analysis of this case of close ideas.

First, there could be inefficiently small product variety, with close ideas underdeveloped, if the

fit problem is acute. Second, there could be inefficient accumulation of product variety in multi-

product firms rather than start-ups or spin-outs, if the fit problem is less severe.

6.2 Distance and social welfare

Another way to visualize the relationship between parameters and inefficiencies is presented in

Figure 9. In this Figure we again think about where in parameter space inefficiencies are found,

but this time we vary the distance of the idea from the existing product and hold fixed the values

of the cost and demand parameters.
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The numbered regions in Figure 9 correspond to the numbered outcomes in Proposition 3, so

that the region 3b and the portion of 2b in which cj > E correspond to the cases in which it is

socially efficient that the researcher develop her idea, but the firm develops it (2b) or it is discarded

(3b).

Figure 9: Inefficient outcomes occur at intermediate distance

These inefficient outcomes appear for ideas that are neither too close nor too far from the

original product. For very close ideas (regions 3a and 2a), the fit problem for the incumbent is low

and so its development cost is low relative to the cost for the researcher to set up: either the idea

is too close to be usable or it is (efficiently) developed by the firm. For very far ideas (region 1),

the fit problem is more severe for the incumbent, it is very expensive for the incumbent to buy the

idea from the researcher, since the profitability of the idea is high, and the loss to the incumbent

is relatively small. It is therefore efficient that the researcher develop the idea privately.

Between these two regions, the fit problem is severe enough that the startup would be more

efficient, but the loss to the incumbent from allowing the startup is still enough and the cost to

buy the idea still low enough that the incumbent prefers not to allow the researcher to develop

privately.
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The forces that we have identified in this paper as being important for the incumbent-entrant

dynamic in the presence of innovation are consistent with an intuition in which novelty of ideas

spawns new firms. Ideas radically different from the status quo are here indeed associated with

entry and new firms. Ideas that are more incremental to the status quo are associated with the

growth of the product portfolio and revenues of existing firms.

The question is: where does incremental end and radical begin? We suggest that this gray area

is not only tricky to pin down in a philosophical sense, but is also the location of confusion and error

in the market for ownership of ideas. We have demonstrated that the distortion away from the best

use of resources in harnessing innovation is located in the gray area, manifests ambiguously, and

does not arise solely because of details of the market for idea ownership. It is inherently present

in exactly those industry dynamics that govern the fates of radical versus incremental innovation.

6.3 Demand and social welfare

We can also consider how the outcome for an idea depends on the demand parameters α and β.

There are two relevant effects of higher demand parameters (for a given idea location). First, the

loss endured by the incumbent when the researcher develops the idea is larger since there is more

scope for cannibalization. Second, it is more costly for the incumbent to discard the idea, since its

value to the researcher is higher and therefore more compensation must be paid. We can see these

effects in Table 3: for higher demand parameters, the incumbent firm’s payoff is lower in both

the case in which the idea is developed by the researcher and the case in which is is ultimately

discarded.

This means that the relative value to the incumbent of developing the idea is higher when

demand is larger, which leads to the following corollary to Proposition 3:

Corollary 1. The range of ideas that are inefficiently developed by the incumbent rather than by

a spin-out is weakly larger when the magnitude of demand is larger (higher α) and when products

have broader appeal and greater substitutability (lower β).

The larger is demand in either of these senses (the ‘height’ and ‘breadth’ of demand), the

more that a newly introduced product will cannibalize the existing product and so the greater the

incentive for the incumbent to engage in defensive action. However, this logic does not extend to
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the range of ideas that are discarded by the firm rather than developed by the researcher. The

effect of greater demand parameters on this discard margin is ambiguous, since it is also more

expensive for the firm to compensate the researcher and discard the idea when demand is greater.

Figure 10 illustrates for an idea at a given distance an example of how the parameter regions

for each outcome change as the demand parameters increase. For an idea at a given distance, it is

more likely that there are parameter values for which inefficient development by the firm occurs,

and the range of such parameter values is increasing.

Figure 10: Greater demand (higher α or smaller β) expands inefficient regions

In our preceding analysis of the model, we have consistently highlighted how inefficiently little

product variety and inefficiently much hoarding of ideas within incumbent firms both arise. Greater

and broader demand for the products generated by ideas exacerbates the inefficient hoarding

problem, but may conceivably ameliorate the inefficient variety problem.

From Table 3 we can also see that the magnitude, as well as the likelihood, of social welfare loss

in the inefficient cases of the model depends on demand parameters. In the case in which the idea

is discarded rather than being developed by the researcher, the welfare loss and the reduction in

consumer surplus are both larger when demand is larger, since greater benefit from the product’s

development is being foregone. In the case in which the idea is developed by the firm rather than

the researcher, the welfare loss depends only on the foregone saving on the cost of production—the
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gap between the production cost for the firm and researcher—and not on demand. However, the

loss in consumer surplus is again higher when demand parameters are higher.

6.4 The cost of fit and social welfare

In this section we ask how the outcome for an idea depends on the firm’s cost of fit. The lower

is the cost of development for a given idea, the higher is the payoff to the incumbent when it

develops the idea. This has two effects: first, all else being equal it is more likely that the socially

efficient outcome for a given idea is that it be developed by the firm; second, the firm has a greater

incentive to buy and develop the idea in cases in which the socially efficient outcome is for the

idea to be developed by the researcher. The fit cost, though, has a more nuanced effect, since it

determines how distance affects incumbent payoffs.

The following corollary to Proposition 3 formalizes these notions:

Corollary 2. When the incumbent’s fit cost is lower (lower φ) and when the incumbent’s fixed

cost of development is lower (lower F ):

a. The range of ideas that are inefficiently developed by the incumbent rather than by a spin-out is

weakly larger, as long as the researcher’s cost of development remains below the incumbent’s

cost of development, and strictly larger if E > 2cj −Ri.

b. The range of ideas that are inefficiently discarded by the incumbent rather than developed by a

spin-out is weakly smaller, and strictly smaller if E < cj.

As long as the researcher’s cost E remains below the incumbent’s cost cj, then the second

effect applies, and reductions in cj expand the range of idea locations such that a given idea

will be developed inefficiently by the firm. However, if cj falls below E, this type of inefficient

outcome cannot be realized as the incumbent then is the lower-cost developer. It is further the

case that since the incumbent’s incentive to discard an idea is everywhere decreasing as the cost of

development falls, then reductions in cj contract the range of ideas such that an idea is inefficiently

discarded. Note that in the limit as cj tends to zero there can be no inefficient outcomes.

To illustrate these effects, first consider the analog of Figure 7 for a given value of cj: Again
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(a) Equilibrium outcome (b) Socially efficient outcome

Figure 11: Equilibrium and efficient outcomes

there are regions in which the inefficient outcome is realized. The analysis and intuition here is in

line with our earlier discussion of how relative costs affect outcomes.

Figure 12, however, illustrates how these regions change as cj falls: Since the incumbent’s cost

Figure 12: The effect of lower cost for incumbent (smaller φ or smaller F )

of development is falling, the region in which the idea is efficiently developed by the incumbent

expands. However, the region in which the incumbent inefficiently develops is also expanding.

In our analysis of the effect of demand parameters on welfare, we highlighted that higher de-
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mand favors inefficiently many products within the incumbent firm rather than inefficient shelving.

Here the same is true. Lower fit costs push more activity into the firm in equilibrium. Observing

which ideas are shelved becomes a less reliable guide to whether best use is being made of ideas,

even as lower costs make the magnitude of losses smaller.

7 Conclusion

Our paper addresses the issue of how firms decide whether to develop an idea into a new product

to add to its portfolio. Using a spatial model of competition in which distance in product space

captures the ‘fit’ cost to develop the new product and the degree of substitutability between the

old product and the new (Habib, Hege, and Mella-Barral, 2013), we study the firm’s choice of

which new products to develop. Substitutability implies that a monopolist would not choose to

develop ideas that are too close to its current portfolio, while fit costs imply that it would not

choose to develop ideas that are too distant.

In this model we consider a setting in which an idea arrives to a researcher employed by an

incumbent firm. We assume no contracting frictions or information asymmetries, so that the

ultimate ‘ownership’ of this idea is fully negotiable and predictable. Even in this fluid setting,

the competitive loss to the incumbent from a spin-out developing a substitutable product creates

incentive for the incumbent to take (or retain) ownership of ideas for which the socially efficient

outcome would be development by the researcher as a spin-out. These ideas are those that fall at

‘intermediate’ distance from the incumbent’s existing portfolio, and cannot be identified simply

by observing which ideas are ‘shelved’; such ideas may either be shelved or developed by the

incumbent.

An inefficiently used idea is then either one produced by the higher-cost producer or not pro-

duced at all when it could be profitably produced. In both cases consumers are hurt due to foregone

competition between overlapping product varieties. The likelihood of such inefficient outcomes ex-

isting, the range of distances at which ideas will be inefficiently used, and the magnitude of the

inefficiency are all bigger the bigger is market demand. In other words, the larger the market value

for the new idea, the more acute the social loss from its inefficient use.

There are a number of avenues for future research. First, our work studies the impact of an
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unfocused innovative process. One avenue would be to consider what happens when the firm can

choose which products to produce and the order in which it may choose to produce its products.

Does it produce new products further and further away from its original product or does it backfill,

producing first further away and then producing products closer to its original product? Second,

our work focuses on the case where products have the same degree of substitutability. What if the

new product’s substitutability could in some sense be limited by the firm? A natural question in

that case would be to study how that might affect the firm’s decisions. Another avenue is to study

the case where products are complementary and vary in their degree of complementary when the

firm’s resources are limited. Under what conditions would it benefit the firm to have another firm

produce a complementary product to its own? This could help address the question of industry

architecture and how firms may choose to affect it. Finally, our work focuses on the case where the

market value of each product is the same. One may ask how differences in product values affect

the analysis.

Our results have important implications for policy makers. There has been a recent focus on the

use of sleeping patents as an anticompetitive tool for firms (Palomeras, 2003), but our work suggests

that patents which are used by firms may also have anticompetitive implications. This suggests

that anticompetitive authorities should be concerned identifying when firms develop products to

limit the effects of competition. Our model provides a mechanism for identifying these situations

by comparing the substitutability between products to determine the cost of development for the

incumbent. Further, our work highlights the cases when social inefficiency are highest: when the

market value of the new product or the substitutability between products is greatest. Given the

recent interest in increasing entrepreneurship via policies that lower the costs of creating new

firms and producing new products, our work has important implications for how effective different

policies might be. Policies that focus on developing products that are less likely to be substitutes

for existing products or have lower market value might be cheaper ways of increasing entry.
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A Proofs

Proposition 1

Proof. Rj = 0 at d = 0, is strictly increasing and concave up to d = 2α
β

, and is constant at α2

β

when d ≥ 2α
β

. At d = 0, cj = F > Rj, and cj is strictly increasing with c′j(d) = φ∀d.

Thus Rj < cj∀d if and only if @d such that Rj = cj. Rj = cj when d =
(α−φ)±

√
(α−φ)2−βF
1
2
β

, and

so if βF > (α − φ)2 then @d such that Rj = cj. Then Rj < cj∀d and so no innovation will be

developed at any distance.

If βF = (α− φ)2 then Rj = cj when d = α−φ
1
2
β

and so the firm will develop if d = α−φ
1
2
β

.

If βF < (α − φ)2 then Rj ≥ cj when d ∈ [d, d], where d ≡ (α−φ)−
√

(α−φ)2−βF
1
2
β

and d ≡
(α−φ)+

√
(α−φ)2−βF
1
2
β

if
(α−φ)+

√
(α−φ)2−βF
1
2
β

< 2α
β

and d ≡ 1
φ
(α

2

β
− F ) otherwise. Since Rj ≥ cj when

d ∈ [d, d] the firm will develop if dij ∈ [d, d].

d′(F ) > 0, d′(φ) > 0, d′(β) > 0 and d′(α) < 0; d
′
(F ) < 0, d

′
(φ) < 0, d

′
(β) < 0 and d

′
(α) > 0.

This completes the proof.

Proposition 2

At stage 3, if the entrant chooses to develop yj it will earn −E if the incumbent developed in stage

2 and Rj − E if the incumbent did not develop in stage 2. The entrant will thus develop if and

only if the incumbent did not develop and Rj > E.

By backward induction, at round 2 the incumbent therefore earns Rj − cj by developing yj. If

it chooses not to develop xj, it earns 0 if Rj < E and (Rj − Ri) if Rj − E > 0, since in the latter

case the entrant will enter and compete away some of the incumbent’s existing surplus.

If Rj > cj, the incumbent will thus either earn Rj − cj by developing yj and earn at most zero

by not developing. Therefore if Rj − cj > 0, the incumbent will choose to develop at stage 2.

If Rj > E, the incumbent will either earn Rj − cj by developing yj and lose (Rj − Ri) by not

developing, and so will choose to develop if and only if Rj− cj > Rj−Ri; that is, if Ri > cj. Since

dij > d0E only when Rj > E, the incumbent will thus choose to develop at stage 2 when dij > d0E

and Ri > cj.

If neither Rj > cj, dij > d0E and Ri > cj, then the incumbent earns zero by not developing and
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less than zero by developing. Thus the incumbent develops yj only if Rj > cj, or dij > d0E and

Ri > cj.

Proposition 3

In stage 4b), S will develop if and only if Rj > E. In stage 4a), M will develop if and only if

Rj > cj.

In stage 3, S earns max{Rj − E, 0} by rejecting p and earns p by accepting. S thus rejects in

stage 3 if and only if p < max{Rj − E, 0}.

First consider the case in which max{Rj −E, 0} = 0. Then in stage 2 M earns −p by offering

p > 0, since then S will accept and choose not to develop. If M offers p = 0, S will accept in stage

3 and so M will have the idea and earn max{Rj − cj, 0}. Since max{Rj − cj, 0} ≥ 0, M will offer

p = 0, buy the idea, and develop the idea if and only if Rj − cj. Thus if cj < Rj and E > Rj the

idea will be developed by M (case 2a.) and if cj > Rj and E > Rj the idea will be discarded (case

3a.).

Next consider the case in which max{Rj −E, 0} = Rj −E. If M offers p < Rj −E then S will

reject and choose to develop the idea. In this case M earns −(Ri − Rj) due to the competitive

loss. If M offers p ≥ Rj −E then R will accept. M will then earn −p+ max{Rj − cj, 0}; since in

this case p = Rj − E strictly dominates any p > Rj − E we can restrict attention to p = Rj − E.

M will thus offer p = Rj − E if and only if −(Rj − E) + max{Rj − cj, 0} > −(Ri −Rj).

Of these consider first the case in which max{Rj − cj, 0} = 0. Then M earns −(Rj − E) by

offering p = Rj − E and earns −(Ri − Rj) by offering a smaller p. Thus if Rj > E, Rj < cj and

−(Rj − E) > −(Ri − Rj), then M buys the idea and discards it (case 3b.). If Rj > E, Rj < cj

and −(Rj − E) < −(Ri − Rj), then M offers p smaller than Rj − E; the researcher rejects and

develops (case 1a.).

Next consider max{Rj − cj, 0} = Rj − cj. In this case M will develop the idea if it buys it an

so earns −(Rj − E) + (Rj − cj) = E − cj by offering p = Rj − E. Again M earns −(Ri − Rj) by

offering a smaller p since then S will not accept. Thus if Rj > E, Rj > cj and E−cj > −(Ri−Rj),

then M buys the idea and develops it (case 2b.). If Rj > E, Rj < cj and E − cj < −(Ri − Rj),

then M offers p smaller than Rj − E; the researcher rejects and develops (case 1b.).
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